Wonderland
1. 匯 集 歷 史 與 藝 術 的 Ballyfin
Demesne， 是 19 世 紀 愛 爾 蘭
最 豪 奢 的 新 古 典 主 義 豪 邸 之 一。
Featuring both history and art,
Ballyfin Demesne is one of the
most luxurious neo-classicism
Irish mansions in the 19th
century.
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Ⴥ૧˯ᘼቺᖒᜇ۞ᛴऩΟಢĂညߏ఼ـĮᜲԦį۞؈͑ˢ˾ćؤтᄅҗਠᐌࢲऊ۞ჴქခ
Ă็ભΟҁ࡚҃۞็؈߇ְĄෳఄ #BMMZ¾O%FNFTOFĂߏຑႬᜋ੯ᚹ۞ქᚗ
ϮĂனдϒͽιර۞ॡมᜲڱĂឰԧࣇࢦ  ܔѐĂјࠎၷෳ۞னෳĄ
The towering castle with winding vines on the cliff is like the entrance to “The Lord of the
Rings”, and the lush valley is telling the ancient yet beautiful legend. Royal chateau Ballyfin
Demesne is the most dazzling emerald of Ireland, and it is doing its time magic to bring us
back to the 1820s and become the prestige modern nobles.
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2. 家具是炫耀財富的藝術品。現為酒店會
客室的繪金室，擺放著大量 18 世紀到 19
世紀初，曲線、繁複雕刻再度復辟的帝政
式古董家具，鑲金銅飾、華麗的手工水晶
吊燈，營造出大器高雅的氛圍。Furniture
is artworks to boast about wealth. The
Gold Drawing Room is decorated with
sophisticated imperial antique furniture
from the 18th to early 19th century,
and the resplendent crystal chandelier
inlayed with copper decorations create
the imposing and elegant atmosphere.
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3. 位於宅邸右側的沙龍，以手工編織地毯、
愛奧尼亞式浮雕倚柱以及溫馨的壁爐，打造
出極富層次質感的迎賓空間。The Saloon
on the right side to the mansion offers
the quality reception area with the hand
woven carpet, Ionic Order posts and
cozy fireplace. 4. 通往客房的梯廳，牆面
上掛著柯提家族的肖像畫，讓人猶如踏入時
光隧道般，回到歷史的迴廊。Portraits of
the Coote family on the wall in the Stair
Hall take one onto a journey through the
time channel back to the history.
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ֽ זBallyfin Demesne ົຏזצॡมд።Ϋ۞ཙՎ̚ືЄćഏ๗ะ።Ϋᄃᘹఙ۞ෳఄĂܲޙౄ ٺ1826 ѐ۞າΟཌྷරࢬ
ᄻĂͽఄᚑඥ᎗۞གྷቢ୧Ăాତ።Ϋᄃன۞ߟ೩छ࠼ԛछᑔĂฟୁຏ۞˯ءර̝ॠĄ
അАޢјࠎᇝႬăߟࠃăگઙăីރ̳ᒑछᄃߟ೩ඈෳछш ۞ܗBallyfin DemesneĂഅ˘ޘЯࠎຑႬᜋϲĂజԼޙјෳጯ
७ĂឰळѺѐෳఄೀజ໑ᗼ߰ႽĂۡ ז2002 ѐĂۿاܜΐ࣯۞ Fred KrehbielĂЯࠎܜഇќᖟຑႬᜋᘹఙăᙒӄຑႬᜋಕڼщۤડĂЯ
ቡᅫົ෴˭ळᄹшĂBallyfin Demesne ̖ͽд 2011 ѐࢦາฟ၌Ă֭ͽତ ܕ1826 ѐ۞ࢬᄻĂјࠎຑႬᜋර۞ෳఄ੧ظĄ
ώ֗ಶߏ˘ొຑႬᜋܕΫ۞ Ballyfin DemesneĂϤٺጾѣ۰ᇴѨՀ࢜ĂЯѩޙࢲॾ˵གྷ࿅кѨ۞Լޙćϫ݈ԧࣇٙ࠻۞זෳఄĂ
ಝჍ 19 ͵ࡔຑႬᜋಱᚊૅ࠱۞າΟཌྷᄹܗĂߏߤႬߟ೩ ٺ1820 ѐᔛኛຑႬᜋ༊ॡы۞ޙͭ̄ᑫůՂ၅ᄃރຆჯপጆރႬ
ం֧ĞRichard and William Vitruvius Morrisonğనࢍޙౄ۞Ąޙౄ༊ॡለ߷ซˢາΟཌྷॡഇĂЯѩం֧ͭ̄నࢍ˯ѣຍᙊгܲ
Οԓᘷᘲ۞ΟޙԛёॾࢲপᇈĂՐၹဦఢፋགྷ็҃۞ޙཱིĂࣇણ҂˞ᛷ߆ॡഇЩޙरૈႬႁĞPercierğă͞ܩ
ĞFontaineğ۞ޙࢲॾĂܕҬϒ͞ԛ۞ޙϒࢬͽαॲϼҋຑκֲёλݭߗĂాତ˯˭ᆸሁԛј˘࣎ߗುĂႎ഻ԛ۞ᓲۏېଂߗᐝ
ᙝؼҩֽĂᄃˠࢬᘙ֗ᐎגညĂג൪ޙۏᘦࢦ҃ฯઈ۞ቢ୧Ą
One would sense the warm rise and falls of time in the history when coming to Ballyfin Demesne; this royal chateau with history and art preserved the
sumptuous appearances of neoclassicism constructed in 1826, and connects the coat-to-arms of Coote family in the history and the modern times with solemn
classical lines to open the luxurious journey for sensations.
Ballyfin Demesne was once the royal family mansion for O’More, Crosby, Pole, the Wellesley-Pole and Coote, and was reconstructed into a school for nobles
due to independence of Ireland, where this centenary royal chateau was almost ruined. It was until 2002 when Fred Krehbiel, who collects Irish art and is the Irish
Georgian Society patron, purchased this mansion by chance, that Ballyfin Demesne was able to reinaugurate in 2011, and became Ireland’s most luxurious royal
chateau hotel with the appearance closest to that in 1826.
Being a modern history of Ireland, Ballyfin Demesne’s architectural style has been through several reconstructions with its numerous alterations of owners;
the royal chateau we see currently is known as the most sumptuous neoclassicism mansion of Ireland in the 19th century. It was constructed in the 1820s by the
top father and son architects of the time, Richard and William Vitruvius Morrison, who were invited by Charles Coote to design the construction. The Morrisons
deliberately preserved the characteristics of architectures from Ancient Greek Rome for the neoclassicism, and referred to the architectural styles of Percier and
Fontaine, where they applied four Ionic Order posts on the facet of the close to square architecture to connect the two floors, while the spiraling object extend from
two sides to create the dignified and imposing lines of the architecture.
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5. Van Der Hagen 餐廳，因牆上掛著 18 世紀初期
旅居愛爾蘭的荷蘭畫家 Van Der Hagen 畫作而命
名，小圓桌的設計能拉近用餐時交談的距離。The
Van Der Hagen was named after the portrait
on the wall of the Dutch artist who lived in
Ireland during the 18th century, and the design
of small round table shortens the distance for
conversation when dining.ā6. 克里斯托福柯特爵
士套房是莊園內坪數最大的豪華套房，以 18 世紀融
合中西的湯瑪斯齊本德爾風格為裝飾主軸。The Sir
Christopher Coote Suite is the biggest deluxe
suite in the chateau; it is decorated based on
the theme of Thomas Chippendale style.
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҃۩มనࢍొ̶Ăనࢍरͽჟμ۞ּͧೀңѡቢ
Ο྅ࠎĂညߏޙۏˢ˾۞Ķԛ̂ૅķಶ
ߏͽܠႬ႔οٛझĞAlhambra Palace, Granadağ
ࠎᖡဦĂͽཌྷ̂Ӏү̍ࠎᎵჟവ۞ᔈҹ᎑
෭҃јĄय़ᙝ۞ĶᘱވܛķĂ ͽ18 ͵ࡔ ז19 ͵
ࡔܐĂѡቢೇྐྵă័ܛᅚ۞ڱёͳޓёछĂԛ
̂ጡฮ۞ڤಛćĶဦ३ވķ྆ࡻёᛷ߆ࢲॾछ
Ă̂זณྻϡˠౄ̂நϮăࠃΞΞѷ˿ڪඈপ
৵ՄĂ̙ᙱ࠻זనࢍरͽᖳಱ۞ள઼̮৵Ăᒉౄ 19
͵ࡔѝഇຑႬᜋޙࣘट֭ᄊ۞পኳĄ
҃д Billyfin Demesne ᚹீ۞Ѝ֊ࡦޢĂؤтຑ
Ⴌᜋᘹఙ౾ۏᐡ۞ᖳಱᖟĂՀߏఄ̚ໂࠎჟܚ
۞ቔౢĂనࢍरӀϡጨࢬ˯ᚙଭछւည൪ᄃ Van
Der HagenăCharles JervasăErskine Nicol ඈ ۢ
Щᘹఙ൪үĂЪ۩ม۞ᚑඥĂᄃΟछϹᖐ
ಱᚊ̂ጡ۞රڤಛĄ
As for the interior design, the designers applied
ingenious geometric contours and classical decorations,
such as The Rotonda at the entrance was based on
Alhambra Palace, Granada as the blue print, which was
completed with mosaic. The Gold Drawing Room on the
side was based on the French imperial furniture in the
18th to 19th century to create the imposing and graceful
atmosphere. It is not hard to see the designers’ application
of abundant exotic elements, including the British Regency
furniture in the library with the massive use of artificial
marble and rococo, creating the architectural characteristics
of Irish architecture in the 19th century.
Behind the dazzling rays of Ballyfin Demesne are the
abundant art collections, which are also the splendid
chapters of the chateau. The designers used the walls
to hang family portraits and famous paintings including
Van Der Hagen, Charles Jervas and Erskine Nicol, which
created the luxurious ambience with the antique furniture.
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 ˞ז2002 ѐĂFred Krehbiel ତ͘ޢĂԓ୕ Ballyfin Demesne ࢦ
 ܔ1820 ѐ֤ዂሮᒘ۞ॡגĂࢋߏٺՐ࣒ਦ۞ဥฤυืͽ 1826
Ballyfin Demesne

ѐࠎࣧݭซҖ࣒ೇćయ࣒̰ވೇ۞ࣖనࢍर Colin Orchard ᄲĈ

00 353 (0)5787 55866
www.ballyfin.com
Ballyfin Demesne, Ballyfin,
County Laois, Ireland

Ķٙѣ۞гദăጨ৽ᄃοफ़Ăԧౌߏͽᛷ߆ॡഇ۞ࢲॾࠎૄᖂķĄ҃ણ
ᄃΟᄃᘹఙࢍݡ൪۞ James HepworthĂдࣖٮಞăΟથ
ˠᄃΟϹٽξಞ̚ԱವЧᘹఙүݡĂΒ߁ඕЪ̚ёछᄃ࣯ᇇౄ
۞ݭ഼ႳᆅώᇇႬᔠܛᙡ̄ăᛷ߆ॡഇᔠࢬܛΟᅚУ፶ඈĂJames
Hepworth ͽקݡ۞זགྷΟăೇΟۏІ̂ᓙౘЕĂၓព۩ม
̚۞ᐹฮ̙˲Ą
ྭ˟͵ࡔ۞ჟܚ።Ϋᄃᆊࣃ̙۞ᘹఙᖟγĂΚгᇃ྿ 600 ࡻ
স۞ Ballyfin Demesne ่ѣ 15 มᄹරइٗĂд 15 มᄹරइٗ̚Ă
྅⭕οཉ̶Ҿ⯏Ъ͐ࠃҹăາΟཌྷăႝཌྷඈࢲॾĂѣ۞ᄹර
ညͳझĂѣ۞ញᚊᐹฮĂͽঈኳפ౼ĂҾপҒĄ֕ވזγĂ˘
ळ 28 ࡻস۞സڿă̚͵ࡔ༩ಢă߽جăΟፘăᆡߵᓄ̈܅शඈĂ
ឰҝ݈זצֳމٙϏѣ۞ฏڤಛĄ̙ࢋͽࠎҝΟҁఄົᄃሗ߹௲
༼ĂBallyfin Demesne ᔘనѣڧ̰ވѰăSpaăშಞăઉ͕֗̚ă
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ྼᑚވඈЃยన߉ćຐࢋវរෳྼᑚĉ՟યᗟĂఄᔘѣᗨăႂ
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ăࢳჄडᑝăडĂࠤҌٸៀඈৌϒෳ۞ྼᑚĂឰՏҜҝމᏐ֗
གྷ። 19 ͵ࡔ۞ෳϠ߿Ă̼֗ࠎෳ۞னෳĄ
When Fred Krehbiel took over in 2002, he hoped Ballyfin Demesne may
return to the most glorious and resplendent moment in the 1820s, thus he
requested the renovation team to carry out the renovation based on the original
architecture in 1826. Interior designer Colin Orchard stated: “I based all carpets,
wallpapers and textiles on the Regency.” James Hepworth who participated in
the antique and art plan looked for various artworks at London auctions, antique
dealers and markets, including Chinese furniture and Thomas Chippendale
gold plated mirror, Regency gold plated copper chandelier etc. James Hepworth
displayed classic antiques and ancient objects boldly with his unique taste to
demonstrate the remarkable elegance of the space.
With a splendid history crossing over two centuries and valuable art
collections, Ballyfin Demesne only features 15 deluxe suites in the area of
600 acres. In these 15 deluxe suites, the interior decoration fused Baroques,
neoclassicism and romanticism styles, where some are as sumptuous as a
palace, while some are elegant. As for the outdoor, a 28-acre lake, grotto from
the medieval times, ancient trees, fountain and floral path will allow guests to
experience the unprecedented rural sentiment. Ballyfin Demesne also features
modern recreational facilities including indoor swimming pool, spa, tennis court,
gym and game room. Moreover, guests may also experience the authentic royal
games such as horse-riding, croquet, flying disc shooting, archery and even
hunt with falcons.
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7. 愜意的午茶時光，就在一片翠綠中度
過 吧。Spend the leisurable teatime
in the green lushness.ā8. 充 滿 洛 可
可風情的卡洛琳柯提豪華套房，大膽的
以 優 雅 的 藍 皺 褶 絲 綢 布 包 覆 著， 形 塑
出 立 體 感 十 足 的 特 殊 壁 面。The Lady
Caroline Coote Room with Rococo
style is boldly wrapped with elegant
blue wrinkled silk to create the 3D
textured wall.
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